Our Ref: GRY/woo/ParLtr/TikTok
10 November 2021
Dear parents,
It has recently been brought to our attention that there are a number of accounts on TikTok referring to The
Portsmouth Academy. Many of the videos produced within these accounts are harmless and a good example
of ‘finding humour’ - one of our Habits of Excellence. There are however some which are concerning, these
include the use of images of staff which have been taken without consent and derogatory remarks.
The Portsmouth Academy is not deemed a ‘public place’ and it is not therefore reasonable for our staff to
expect their image to be taken and shared without their permission. I have asked staff to report any
instances of their images being shared to TikTok and, it they feel it is defamatory, to the police. This is the
same advice I give to parents when there is online peer on peer abuse.
In recent months there has been some leeway given to students around use of mobile phones as many have
downloaded Class Charts and use it throughout the school day to check their timetable and their progress.
This has however now clearly been abused by a minority of students. I am therefore taking the following
action to address:
•

•
•
•
•

A tutor time session to outline the legal ramifications of sharing images and defamatory online
comments and empathy and understanding – this will focus not just on staff but around other
students also.
An opportunity in tutor time for students to check Class Charts and their timetable before they head
off for their learning day.
A relaunch of the mobile device policy with students – this can be found at the following link:
https://www.theportsmouthacademy.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Mobile-Device-Policy.pdf
In line with our mobile device policy, mobile phones will be confiscated it they are seen to be in use
around the academy.
Our Y11 student leader for Social Media and Communications to speak to the student body around
how they can stay within the boundaries of acceptable use of social media.

Please could you discuss all of the above with your son or daughter and make it clear to them that misuse of
social media has consequences. If you wish to know more about TikTok as a social media platform please
see the attached ‘Wake Up Wednesday’ information sheet which was shared in the parent newsletter before
the half term.
Thank you for your ongoing support around monitoring your child’s social media use and engaging with the
information the school puts out to parents around keeping your child safe online.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs R Grey
Principal – The Portsmouth Academy
P.S. Have you downloaded the Class Charts app? The attendance and homework modules are being
launched from January and you will therefore have live updates on these areas, alongside achievements and
any challenges your child is facing. Request your code, and see the parent user guide at the following link:
https://www.theportsmouthacademy.org.uk/class-charts/

